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Abstract: Magnetic Incremental Permeability (MIP) being highly stress dependent proves to 
be very effective to evaluate materials non-destructively. In this article, modelling technique 
based on Jiles-Atherton model has been proposed to simulate the signature MIP butterfly loop 
for the 12 Cr-Mo-V-W creep test samples. Jiles-Atherton parameters imply physical 
interpretations. From these butterfly loops, a physical relation, based on the values of the J-A’s 
parameters, with the microstructure such as precipitations, dislocations, Kernel Average 
Misorientation (KAM) has been investigated with experimental as well as simulation 
validations. It is especially observed that J-A’s parameters are well correlated to the 
precipitation quantity and KAM. 
Keywords: Magnetic incremental permeability, Jiles-Atherton model, creep, micro 
magnetic non-destructive testing. 
1. Introduction 
Creep damage occurs in metallic parts due to continuous exposure to very high temperatures 
and stress. It is a time-dependent phenomenon which may lead to a creep failure [1]. Similarly, 
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treatments. Consequently, these residual stresses also lead to the part failures resulting to the 
safety issues. Hence, non-destructive testing techniques are required to monitor the continuous 
degradation of the materials. Magnetic inspection methods being easy to implement have found 
a major application and interest in the NDT [1][2]. Magnetic incremental permeability (MIP) 
being very highly stress and microstructure dependent is a very interesting method to monitor 
such phenomenon. Experimental methods to address these issues have been proposed [2], and 
require further investigations to propose relevant standards due to the diversity of experimental 
setups (such standards are missing). Alternatively, an attractive solution would be to propose 
simulation techniques to model MIP signature curves (becoming independent from 
experimental setup) and to derive from it the physical interpretations about the microstructure 
properties such as the carbide precipitations, dislocations etc.  
Many investigations around 3D ferromagnetic models and their incremental permeability 
simulation mainly focus on coupling Space Discretization Techniques (SDT), Finite Elements 
Method (FEM) or Finite Differences Method (FDM) extended with accurate scalar or vector, 
dynamic or static hysteresis material law [3][4]. For this magnetic material law, it seems that 
the best results come from the extension of the quasi-static hysteresis model (Preisach model 
[5], Jiles-Atherton model [6]) to dynamic behaviour as a result of the separation losses 
techniques as proposed by Bertotti [7]. In this article, a simulation method based on Jiles-
Atherton (J-A) model is proposed. J-A model focuses on its 5 parameters which are related to 
the physical behaviour of the materials [6]. In this study, simulations are based on the material 
investigated which is high chromium creep test samples in this study (12 Cr-Mo-W-V) with 
different temperature, stress levels and rupture times. High chromium steel is chosen for this 
study as a result of industrial requirement by thermal power plants and requiring more 
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phenomenon to understand, and hence this work is an attempt to understand the creep 
phenomenon through its effect on magnetic properties.  
When a ferromagnetic material is exposed to a quasi-static magnetic field, for a fixed operating 
point in the hysteresis curve, the reversible permeability measured when superimposing a small 
alternative magnetic field is defined as the magnetic incremental permeability [8], 
Mathematically, magnetic incremental permeability,  can be defined as [9] 









                  (1) 
where μ0 is the permeability of vacuum, ΔB is the resulting magnetic flux density when ΔH is 
the incremental driving small magnetic field. 
By measuring the minor loop magnetic flux density during the process of magnetization, MIP 
is calculated as inclination of the minor loop. As the microstructure of a ferromagnetic material, 
directly influencing the magnetic domain structure, is easily affected by mechanical damage 
such as plastic deformation and fatigue damage, MIP method is considered as a potential NDT 
technique to evaluate the microstructure changing phenomena as well as the induced residual 
stress [8]. Hence, modelling becomes even more important to understand the behaviour of the 
material at a deeper level, thereby reducing the experimental efforts and the complicated 
experimental set-ups.  
In the second section, the basics of MIP are defined followed by the experimental conditions 
and procedure. In section 3, the theory of the model is defined in details and how this model is 
adapted to our samples is demonstrated. Finally, in the section 4, results are discussed in 
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2. Experimental procedure 
2.1. Experimental set-up 
In order to model the MIP curve, there are certain experimental conditions which are 
considered. MIP is a phenomenon that exists when a high frequency alternating magnetic field 
is superimposed on to a quasi-static magnetic field. In the experimental set-up, a sinusoidal 
alternating magnetic field (0.1 Hz) is applied using a U-shaped electromagnet to the test 
specimen with an amplitude of 104A/m. A transmitter-receiver (T-R) type coil is used to supply 
a high frequency magnetic field (50 KHz) to superimpose on the quasi-static magnetic field. 
The pick-up coil (receiver, lower coil in Fig. 1) is fed to a digital lock –in amplifier (NF LI 
5496) whose output provides the complex values (real/imaginary part or amplitude/phase) of 
the induced voltage. For the data acquisition LabVIEW™ is used. The absolute value of the 
voltage is proportional to the magnetic incremental permeability in the material. When this 
output voltage is plotted against the applied quasi-static magnetic field H (the output of the Hall 
sensor is amplified and filtered with a 30 Hz cut off frequency low pass filter in order to reduce 
the surrounding noise), it results in the typical butterfly loops as shown in Fig.1 below. The 
schematic of the experimental set-up is illustrated in Fig.1. It has to be noted that 
experimentally, the output voltage of the lock-in amplifier is used for MIP curves but from the 
modelling point of view, we calculate incremental permeability from experimental time 
dependent voltage of the measurement coil. Since we measure electrical signals but simulate 



















2.2. Samples description 
12 Cr-Mo-W-V high chromium steel in this study is used in thermal power plants (Fig. 2). The 
schematic of the raw sample is shown on the right side of Fig. 2. It is a rod like specimen from 
which the grip part at the edges is cut after the creep test. Finally, the surface is machined as 
shown in the left part of the Fig. 2.  The samples were cut in this shape so as to make the 
measurements convenient according to the set up. The magnetic incremental permeability 
measurement method is applied to creep damage evaluation of high chromium steel (12Cr-Mo-
W-V steel) and the possibility of evaluation is investigated in this study. 12% Cr-Mo- W-V 
Steel is one of the representative martensitic stainless steels, that is majorly used for high 
temperature materials application in steam and gas turbines, and boilers. The general 
composition of this alloy can be referred in [10]. However, in this case, the percentage of each 
composition may vary a little bit but the magnetic behaviour will not change significantly. 
 


























Table 1 shows the different samples which are studied in this article with three major categories. 
Sample 0 is a virgin sample with no damage or treatment. Sample 1, 2 and 3 fall under the 
category of same temperature treatment of 550 °C and same mechanical treatment of stress 
level of 343 MPa. These are further sub-categorized on the basis of their times when they were 
under test. Sample 3 which has a rupture time of 2205.7 hours implying that after 2205.7 hours 
under test, this sample got ruptured. The second category of samples is with a mechanical stress 
level of 201 MPa and temperature treatment of 600°C. The third category is with the mechanical 
stress level of 98 MPa and a temperature treatment of 650°.  In Table 1, the last column is 
Larson Miller Parameter (LMP), which is derived from a formula for evaluation of creep [11].  
LMP = T(C + log t),                                          (2) 
Where, C is a material specific constant, often approximated as 20, t is the time in hours and 
T is the temperature in Kelvins. 
 
Figure 2: Samples with the sensor probe used 

















As we know that after rupture, high plastic deformation, necking of geometry and even micro 
porosity can be observed close to the ruptured area, hence to make sure that all our samples are 
investigated in the same conditions, all the tests have been performed far from the ruptured 
area. 
2.3. Electron Backscatter diffraction and Scanning Electron Microscopy Analysis 
 
In this section, the microstructural analysis has been illustrated with Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (SEM) imaging technique followed by the Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) 
observation. EBSD data was analysed using OIM software. Using EBSD, Kernel Average 
Misorientation (KAM) data are obtained. The KAM is the average misorientation angle of a 
given point with all its neighbours [12]. When a crystalline material undergoes plastic 
deformation, the crystalline lattice becomes rearranged to compensate for the geometric 
changes in the material. The samples are prepared by the combination of sawing and cutting to 
prepare small specimens which are then mechanically polished to ensure smooth-flat surfaces, 
while reducing mechanical damage. The ultimate polishing powder is used at #8,000. Ar-ion 
milling method is used to remove any strain hardening at a preliminary mechanical preparation. 
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The Ar-ion beams are directed towards the sample surface at lower angle (3-4 degree). This 
procedure is explained well in the previous version of this article [13] along with the 
interpretations of the SEM as well as EBSD images. Standard procedures could also be referred 
in [14] [15]. The statistical analysis of the microstructure (Precipitation Number & Average of 
Kernel Average Misorientation) vs. the magnetic parameters is demonstrated in Fig.3-4.  Fig. 
5 shows a typical MIP curve and some of the parameters highlighted that can be derived from 


















Figure 3: Data evaluation of different magnetic 
parameters against number of precipitates  
Figure 4: Data evaluation of different magnetic 























3. Theory and Modeling 
3.1. Lump model 
In this part of the article, a mathematical model based on physical properties is proposed to 
simulate the material behavior under magnetic incremental permeability (MIP) situation. In a 
comprehensive approach, a full 3D magnetic model is required to take into account the different 
axial components of the magnetic field as well as being able to simulation inhomogeneous field 
distribution. Alternatively, a simplifying assumption can be used to focus on a scalar analytical 
model, assuming B and H collinear.  









Figure 5 – Illustration of the vector magnetic field distribution. 
In the classic MIP set-up, both excitation contributions are perpendicular vector quantities but 
the quasi-static excitation field maximum amplitude is typically 1000 times higher than the AC 
one. Consequently in the scanned area the direction of the vector cumulative excitation field ?⃗?  
(𝐻𝐷𝐶⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗+ 𝐻𝐴𝐶⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ contribution) remains almost constant during a large proportion of the quasi-static 
magnetization process. According to this observation and to simplify the simulation scheme, 
the ?⃗?  vector is then assumed collinear to the induction ?⃗?  one. Based on this assumption, a 
scalar approach with accurate scalar hysteretic material law is considered for the simulation of 
the material magnetic behavior. In addition, working with a low enough HDC frequency, the 
induced magnetization behavior is homogeneous in the material under test. The dynamic 
excitation HAC is concentrated on the vicinity of the measurement coils and in the surface of the 
sample. As it is of very small amplitude, it is assumed the permeability is constant, so that the 
measured voltage amplitude remains proportional to the permeability.  
The AC magnetic field amplitude is extremely weak and even at 50 kHz, the local excitation 
slope dH/dt due to the AC field is assumed to be lower than the maximum of dH/dt observed 
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account in our simulation. This assumption is validated by experimentally by increasing the AC 
frequency and observing no significant variations on the resulting MIP curve. 
In this study, we focus on simulating the variations of the permeability modulus versus the 
magnetic excitation field (MIP signature curve). A dynamic contribution during the minor loop 
situations would affect the phase shift between B and H as it is explained in [16]- [18] but would 
have very less influence on the permeability modulus (MIP signal). 
Consequently, no dynamic contributions are considered in the simulations. If the objective is to 
simulate the butterfly loop |𝜇|(𝐻), then a quasi-static contribution is enough to achieve good 
simulation result. For this quasi-static contribution, there are two options: Firstly, a modified 
Jiles-Atherton model [6][19]-[21], where the accommodation issue (i.e. it takes many cycles 
for a minor hysteresis loop to stabilize) is solved by considering the AC field amplitude 
sufficiently weak to ignore hysteresis during the minor loop situation. Secondly, a modified 
“applied H dependent” type model, such as the Preisach model [5] or the dry friction model [22] 
can be considered. Such models are congruent, which means that when a ferromagnetic sample 
is cycled between two magnetic excitation levels, the size and shape of the resulting minor 
remanence loop predicted does not depend upon the magnetic state of the system. This 
phenomenon leading to a butterfly loop limited to a single anhysteretic curve is solved by 
considering Heff = H(t)+α.B(t) instead of H as input of the model. Heff is the effective field 
whereas α is a proportionality constant between the average field and the magnetization.  These 
two approaches are both relevant. In our work, the modified Jiles-Atherton model was chosen 
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3.2. The Jiles-Atherton model 
3.2.1.  Introduction and classic use of the Jiles-Atherton model 
Below a threshold frequency, the cumulative periodic value of the ferromagnetic losses 
becomes frequency-independent. This particular behavior is called the quasi-static state.  
The J-A model is based on the consideration of two contributions – the domain walls bending 
and the domain wall translations. It should be noted that the J-A model exhibits some 
particularly interesting features as follows. 
 The required memory allocation is less.  
 Its status can be completely described by only five parameters. 
 The five parameters are related to the microstructural property, which allows a physical 
interpretation of the J-A model.  
 The J-A model is easily reversible and relatively easy to switch from H to B as the input 
for the quasi-static hysteresis model.  
In the first version of the scalar J-A model for ferromagnetic materials, the total magnetization 
M is decomposed into its reversible (Mrev) and irreversible (Mirr) contribution. From a physical 
point of view Mrev is associated to the magnetic domains rotation and Mirr to the wall 
displacements. 
rev irrM M M               (3) 







   
  
  (4) 
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In both equations (4) and (5), Manh is the anhysteretic magnetization, He is the effective field, 
Ms is the saturation magnetization and a is the anhysteretic magnetization shape parameter. 
According to J-A theory a = kB.T / μ0.m in which kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the 
temperature, and m is the magnetic moment of a typical domain. 
.eH H M                       (6) 
 
Here, H is the applied excitation field (tangent to sample’s surface), M the average sample 
magnetization and α, a mean field parameter related to the inter domain coupling (see J-A theory 
[6][19]-[21]). The anhysteretic, the irreversible and reversible magnetization are linked in 
equation (7): 
( )rev an irrM c M M                (7) 
c is a proportionality coefficient. It can be determined using the experimental results by 
calculating the ratio of the initial differential susceptibilities of the first and anhysteretic 
magnetization curves [6][19]-[21]. 






               (8) 
The coefficient k is the pinning parameter, according to the J-A’s theory it quantifies the average 
energy required to break pinning site in the magnetic material, and δ is a directional parameter 










              (9) 





















                    (10) 
The differential equation (10) allows to calculate the variations of the magnetization M with 
respect to H variations. However, for some applications B imposed quasi-static model are 
required. Ref. [24][25] details the inverse version of the J-A model for the ferromagnetic 
materials, i.e. where the model input is the magnetization B. The physical principles of the 





















    








                     (12) 
And  
       0.e eB H                       (13) 
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3.2.2.  The modified Jiles-Atherton model for the simulation of MIP 
Under minor loops situation, the classic J-A model presents a slow accommodation time, i.e. 
the magnetization trajectory between the turning points of a minor loop will not be closed at 
the end of its excursion (Fig. 6).  
 
 
Figure 6 – Illustration of the accommodation issue with the J-A model under unsymmetrical excitation H. 
It might be assumed that this is just a transient phase and by exciting the ferromagnetic material 
with a large number of periods, a steady state will be reached (Fig. 7). This is the case but the 
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butterfly loop, evolution of the permeability modulus |𝜇|  versus H (signature of the MIP 
characterization) is just an anhysteretic curve (Fig. 8), far from the experimental observation.  






Figure 8 – Illustration for the transient phase under minor loop situation with the J-A model. 
To solve this accommodation issue, |𝐻𝐴𝐶⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗| is assumed to be sufficiently weak and by ignoring 
the hysteretic behavior during the minor loop situation. Minor cycles are then treated as a single 





Figure 9 – Illustration for the single slope consideration under minor loops situation. 
The |𝜇| versus H butterfly loop obtained is then very similar to the experimental one and the 5 
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3.3. Magnetic and electric quantities interdependence  
The experimental setup provides time variations of both the excitation field H(t) and the sensor 
secondary coil voltage V(t). The numerical simulation as described previously can only provide 
the times variations of magnetic quantities like the excitation field H(t), the magnetic field B(t) 
and the permeability μ(t). To validate the model by comparing it to the experimental results, a 
link between the electrical and the magnetic quantities must be assigned. 
A reluctance/impedance lump-type model typography has been used to link both the electrical 
and magnetic quantities. Both magnetic and air type reluctances are necessary for the simulation 
of the inductance. Assuming the air reluctance as highly superior to the magnetic one and 
reducing the equations according to this, a relation can be established between the time 
variations of both the real and imaginary part of the complex permeability and the sensor 
voltage as: 
1 2* ( '' ')V j j             (14) 
Here 1, 2, are constants depending on the geometry and on the nature of the material. It is 
worth noticing that the real part of the voltage is linked to imaginary part of the permeability 
and reciprocally the imaginary part to the voltage real part. These constants are obtained by 
comparisons simulations/measures using experimental results performed on a virgin sample as 
it is considered our reference sample. Once set, they are conserved for all others simulations 
results 
3.4. Optimization of the model parameters 
To converge with our simulation, a total of 7 parameters must be determined. Ms, a, , k, c,  
and the magnetic/electric parameters 1, 2 are obtained by comparing simulations with virgin 
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𝑑𝑒𝑐 for every given 𝐵𝑖 of every sample’s major hysteresis cycle B(H): 
        




ave i i i i
i
H B H B
H B

                    (15) 
Where 𝐻𝑖
𝑖𝑛𝑐/𝐻𝑖
𝑑𝑒𝑐stands for the H value read on the increasing/decreasing part of the major 
hysteresis cycle. The 𝐻𝑖
𝑎𝑣𝑒(𝐵𝑖) curve obtained can be considered as relatively close to the real 
anhysteretic curve. Ms and a, the J-A anhysteretic parameters are calculated by fitting this curve 
to the simulated one using Matlab™ curve fitting toolbox. It is worth noticing that first 
optimized relatively correct simulation results have been obtained with extremely weak 
variations of both Ms and a, the anhysteretic parameters. In the final approach both these 
coefficients are set and the optimization process just focuses on the remaining 3 parameters. 
All the constant parameters used for the simulation are displayed Table 2. 
Table 2: Simulation constant parameter values 
a(A/m) Ms(A/m) λ1 λ2 
10020 2.00E+06 12.9 0.0453 
 
Finally, comparisons simulation / experimental MIP butterfly loops are used for the calculus of 
the 3 remaining coefficients. A dedicated error function is proposed for the calculus of these 













dH dt H H H
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Here µexp is the experimental modulus derived from the coil voltage using Eq. (14) and µsim the 
simulated one. 
 Results and discussion 
Fig. 10 shows below a comparison of the experimental data of the samples with the simulated 
ones (V is the modulus of the voltage coil (Eq. 14)).  The modeled MIP curves show a relatively 
good agreement with the experimental data (small differences can be observed in the coercivity 
region). The parameters derived from this process of optimization are then evaluated against 
the microstructure of the material, for instance, with number of precipitates and the average of 
KAM. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show an evaluation of the derived J-A’s parameters against the 
precipitation number and the average of KAM. 
 
Figure 10: Experimental and simulated MIP curves 
 
4.1.   Evolution of the Jiles-Atherton(J-A) parameters versus microstructure 
4.1.1. J-A parameters vs. Number of Precipitates 
Fig.11 show a typical image of microstructural analysis done by Scanning Electron Microscopy 
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Backscattering Diffraction) along with the IPF map that shows the orientation of the crystals. 
The regions with bright-contrast in the left image correspond to the precipitates on the sample 
surface.  The figure shows the number of grains in bright-contrast per unit area (/mm2). For the 
right image in Fig 11, the value of the KAM Average is calculated from the arithmetic mean 
associated with the log normal distribution of KAM. It is estimated that almost all precipitates 
consist of Cr-Mo carbides. Although the nature of precipitates varies, our procedure (Ar-ion 
milling / low-acceleration SEM) could detect all precipitates. These data from microstructure 
are interpreted and also correlated to the mechanical and the magnetic parameters of these 










Fig. 12(a) below shows the evolution of three J-A parameters versus the microstructure of 
the material. Fig. 12(a) demonstrates the evolution of  which physically represents the 
Figure 11: Microstructural Analysis images; SEM(left), KAM(right), IPF orientation map (bottom left) displaying the microstructure 
of 550 °C ruptured sample 
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inter domain coupling in the magnetic material. For instance, in the microstructural analysis 
(Fig.3), there are a number of precipitates whose size is very small (550°C), which means 
that the area of interaction between the domains is larger and consequently the inter domain 
coupling which is exactly the case in Fig. 12(a). However, on the other hand, the size of the 
precipitates for 650°C is very large which decreases the area of interaction between the 
domains and hence the inter domain coupling.  It has to be noted that when we discuss about 
the precipitations per unit area, this effect can be reversed too since, it depends on the 
cumulative area of all precipitates and sometimes, total area of the precipitates combined 
can be less or more than the total area of the precipitates in 650°C samples. In that case, the 
effect can be reversed too in terms of numerical value of alpha. Similarly, it is the same case 
in terms of k versus number of precipitates (12(b)). In the following case, since the number 
of precipitates and the area combined is much higher in 550°C samples than 650°C samples, 
the energy required to break the pinning site in the former category is higher too. This also 
implies that the percentage of carbide content in higher temperature treated samples, is 
much lower than the lower temperature treated samples cumulatively. When it comes to 
magnetic reversibility, if the size of the crystals is higher, and the dislocations are lesser, 
the original magnetic state of the materials can be achieved after demagnetization. 
Alternatively, with bigger size of crystals and lesser amount of carbide content, it is more 













4.1.2. J-A parameters vs. Average of Kernel Average Misorientation (KAM) 
Fig. 13 below shows the evolution of three J-A parameters versus Average of KAM. Fig. 
13(a) demonstrates the evolution of alpha which physically represents the inter domain 
coupling in the magnetic material. There are a number of dislocations whose size is very 
small, which means that the area of interaction between the domains is higher and 
consequently the average inter domain coupling. Fig.4 is shown experimentally, that KAM 
doesn’t show a good co-relation against different magnetic parameters except for the 650°C 
samples. As it can be seen in the Fig. below, the J-A parameters also vary more in case of 
650°C samples only. This is probably due to the fact that the crystal size is bigger and the 
dislocations are also lesser in comparison to other category of samples. 
α: inter-domain coupling in the magnetic material 
k: average energy required to break pinning site 
c: magnetization reversibility 
Figure 12: Evolution of J-A parameters vs. Number of Precipitates  









4.1.3.  Pearson Correlation factor 
J-A model on fitting with experimental data, gives access to the different parameters. To 
understand and validate the parameter, a correlation is checked amongst these parameters 
against various microstructural parameters as shown in Fig. 14. In this study we use Pearson's 
correlation coefficient which is defined as a measure of the strength of the association between 
the two variables. Mathematically, 
                                                                                       𝜌𝑋,𝑌 =
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑋,𝑌)
𝜎𝑋𝜎𝑌
                                                             (17) 
Where, 𝑐𝑜𝑣 is the covariance, 𝜎  is the standard deviation of the variables (X,Y). In the 
following figure, different parameters are studied using the data from MIP measurements. 
Although not detailed in the experimental setup, B(H) curves were determined experimentally 
on each sample. Based on these measurements J-A parameters were adjusted for each sample 
as for MIP based experiments. The objective is to be able to assess Pearson correlation 
coefficient both with MIP and B(H) curves (for B(H) curves, the sample is magnetized at 0.1 
Hz frequency with a magnitude of 10kA/m and the induced voltage is picked up by a pick-up 
coil with 50 turns surrounding the sample) and to check the relevance of MIP based 
determination of J-A parameters. It is worth noticing that the absolute value of correlation factor 
Figure 13: Evolution of J-A parameters vs. Average of KAM 
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in case of MIP measurements is close to 1. However, in case of B(H), the correlation is good 
only in case of  parameter. The possible reason is that the in B(H) measurements, we do not 
have information about the first magnetization curve which directly relates to magnetic 
reversibility coefficient, c. This also implies that when B(H) measurement is taken, some 
information about the samples is missing and MIP provides more information about the sample 
such as reversibility.  In other words, variations of k and c have limited influence of the overall 
B(H) curve. On the contrary, MIP measurement explores the local permeability with a bias 







































Figure 14(c): Pearson co-relation factor for c vs. Microstructural parameters 








This work focused on a model based on Jiles-Atherton model to understand more deeply the 
creep phenomenon on high chromium steel used in thermal power plants. The model derives 
three parameters which are investigated against the microstructure of the materials. It was 
observed especially correlations between specific J-A parameters and the number of 
precipitates (Person correlation coefficient of 0.82), the Kernel Average Misorientation (0.70), 
the hardness (0.70), and grain size (0.65). Then the physical interpretation of the microstructure 
is analyzed based on these parameters. The absolute value of these parameters doesn’t give 
information about the microstructure but the tendency and the evolution of these parameters 
give an idea of creep and degradation of the materials. As a future work, to support this 
understanding and interpretation, Magnetic Barkhausen Noise tests should be performed and 
the tendency of these parameters will be studied in relation to MIP measurements and 
microstructure information. 
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• Modeling of Magnetic Incremental Permeability curves based on Jiles-Atherton theory. 
• Derivation of modeling parameters based on simulated curves. 
• Physical interpretation of modeling parameters with respect to microstructure 
(Precipitations, KAM etc.). 
• Correlation factor derivation for modeling parameters with respect to microstructure and 
mechanical properties of 12% Cr-Mo-W-V Creep Test Samples. 
 
